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Themes of this session 

The three key themes for this presentation: 

Outline the myths of customer decision making 
 
Understand how people actually make decisions 
 
Apply behavioural science research to  
improve the quality of your products and services. 
 
 



The 3 decision  
making myths 

Information is persuasive 
 
Attitudes change behaviour 
 
We understand what persuades us. 
 
 



Information is persuasive – 
Motivated reasoning 

Consider the following example: 

1200 people were asked to complete a maths test 
 

Before they began they were given a test of  
their numeracy skills 
 

They also completed a survey of their political beliefs. 
 

  



Information is persuasive – 
Motivated reasoning 

Got better Got worse 

Patients who used new skin cream 223 75 

Patients who did not use new skin cream 107 21 

Which conclusion do these results support? 
 

1. People who use the skin cream were more likely 
to get better than those who didn’t 
 

2. People who use skin cream were more likely  
to get worse than those who didn’t? 



Information is persuasive – 
Motivated reasoning 

Increase in crime Decrease in crime 

Cities that allowed refugees to settle in  
their area 

223 75 

Cities that banned refugees in their area 107 21 

Which conclusion do these results support? 
 

1. Does allowing refugees into your city increase crime? 
 

2. Does banning refugees from your city  decrease crime? 



Information is persuasive – 
Motivated reasoning 

Of the highly numerate people who got  
the hand cream question right: 

If the numbers in the refugee question supported  
their political beliefs they got the answer right 
 

If the numbers in the refugee question disagreed with  
their political beliefs they mostly got the answer wrong 
 



Not only did they have all the information  

they needed to get the answer right, they  

had already had the correct answer  

earlier in the paper! 



Attitudes change behaviour – Moral 
licensing 

If we do something good we give ourselves permission  
to do something bad 

I’ve been to the gym … I’ll have an extra donut 
I worked late last night …. I’ll surf the internet for a couple of hours 

I haven’t had a drink all week …. I will get drunk this weekend 

I have given up smoking …. I don’t need to go the gym anymore 

 

 

 

In all these cases we haven’t changed our attitude  
we have allowed ourselves to have a different behaviour 



We understand what  
persuades us  

Get one with a cork, because you’re classy 

Make sure there’s a picture of an old building 

on the label. This means quality. 

Same with ‘ye olde’ writing 

Be sure to pick a lesser known grape variety  
so that the host can hold it up the bottle  
and go “Oooh! Gewürztraminer!” 



Quiz - Premature deaths 

In 1900 estimates put the premature deaths (don’t reach the  
average age) caused by factors within our control (e.g. smoking, diet, exercise) was 
10%.  In 2016 what do you think the percentage was? 

44.5% 



We know we shouldn’t smoke, we should exercise 
more, we should say no  

to dessert … but information  
does not change behaviour 



Quiz - Reducing energy consumption  

A community in California were given a survey 

asking them to rank what would be most likely to 

change their energy consumption, their rankings 

from most likely to least likely were are listed below.  
 

Which of these do you had the biggest impact on 
energy reduction? 
 

Tell them what their neighbours are doing 



So…How do we make decisions?  

Through a powerful combination of the things like: 

Unconscious processing 

Cultural signals 

Our social identity 

Using heuristics 

Environmental triggers 

Feelings 

 

 
Just very rarely in a rational  
and considered way! 



Quiz - Precise numbers 
In a study around sales of used cars and given one of the three offers below 
by the seller. After receiving the offer, the buyer had the option to respond 
with a counter offer.  Which of these prices received the substantially lowest 
counter offer? 

$2000  $1999 $2134 $2175 

When we see a precise price we assume that  



Defaults 

Contrast effect 

Loss aversion 

Social Proof 

Designing for behaviour 



Mmmm … Pizza 

In a pizza restaurant some 
customers were told you can have 
a large pizza for $30  
with 12 toppings but you can 
remove toppings for a price  
 
Other customers are told you can 
have a large cheese pizza for $17 
and add toppings  

 

 



Defaults 

What we think happens 

People choose the topping they want on the pizza,  
regardless of the situation  

The average spend when we have to remove toppings is $25 

The average spend when we add topping sis $19 

 

 

What actually happens 



Making choices is difficult and the more  

we have to make the harder it is. And the  

more complex the choices the more likely  

we are to do nothing and choose the  

default option. 



Defaults: Organ donation 

Organ Donor Cards 

Tick this box if you do not give permission for your organs 
to be used in the event of your death. 



4x more enrolments 



Defaults: Organ donation –  
Enhanced choice 

Organ Donor Cards 

I wish to become an organ donor 

I do not wish to become an organ donor 

Ask me again at a later date 



2x more enrolments 



Contrast Effect 



Contrast Effect 

What we think will happen: 

Nobody buys a scooter in an Italian restaurant and everyone ignores 
it and chooses what they want to eat. 

Nobody buys a scooter from an Italian restaurant!  
But the meal options around it are chosen more often 

 

 

What actually happens: 



You can change the way people  

experience anything by structuring what  

they experience beforehand. 



Contrast Effect – Buying wine 
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Contrast Effect – Buying wine 
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Quiz – Phone number auction 

Higher phone numbers meant people were willing  
to pay 25-50% more for the items 

Participants were given a list of items and asked to write down  
the last two digits of their telephone number at the top of the  
page they then wrote down how much they would be willing to  
pay for the items.   
 

What effect do you think the last two digits of their telephone number?  
 

Do you think there was a difference between how much people  
were willing to pay if they had a large or small number? 



Loss Language 



Loss Aversion 

What we think happens 

People weigh up how much money they will lose compare  
it to how much money they could win and make a rational choice. 

Around 70% of people will accept the bet when their  
winnings are roughly 2-2.5x their losses 

 

 

What actually happens 



The feeling of loss is much more  

painful to us than comparative gains 



Loss Aversion 

NEW 
INTRODUCING  

THE BOSE WAVE MUSIC 
SYSTEM 

HEAR WHAT YOU’VE 
BEEN MISSING 



Quiz – Beating Cancer 

“By doing BSE now, you can learn what  
your normal, healthy breasts feel like,  

so that you will be better prepared to  

notice any small, abnormal changes  

that might occur as you get older.” 

“By not doing BSE now, you will not learn what 

your normal, healthy breasts feel like, so that you 

will be ill prepared to notice  

any small, abnormal changes that might occur as 

you get older.” 



Loss Aversion – Beating Cancer 

Gain Frame 
Information 

Loss Frame 
Information 

38% 

55% 



Social Proof 

MOST 
Penn Students Drink  
Moderately when they Party 



Social Proof 

What we think happens 

Students will ignore the advertisement and keep on drinking, they 
are students after all 

£30% reduction in drinking on campus 

 

 

What actually happens 



People decide what is appropriate for them 

 to do in a situation by examining what  

other people are doing in that  

same situation. 



Social Proof – Tax avoidance 

Control Group Social Norm  
National 

Social Norm in 
 your postcode 

Social Norm  
in your town 

67.5% 
72.5% 

79% 82.9% 
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Social Proof – Hotel towels activity 

At your tables come up with a social proof message which  
makes people recycle their towels more often during their stay 
 

Elect a spokesperson at each table 
 

Report your best message to the whole group 
 
 

Hotels all around the world wash millions of  towels unnecessarily which 
costs the hotel money and has an environmental impact. 



Social Proof – Hotel towels activity 
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Environmental  
Appeal 

Many  
Others 

Many  Similar  
Others 

35.1% 

46% 

Social Proof – Hotel towels activity 

54% 



Quiz – Going Bankrupt  

The neighbours of lottery winners filed  
for bankruptcy more often 

Researchers in Canada looked at neighbourhoods where somebody had 
won the lottery. They discovered that 

We tend to unconsciously copy what our neighbours are doing,  
so we feel we need to spend to keep up. Researchers discovered that for 
every $1000 there was a 2.4% increase in bankruptcy. 



Bonus technique - Commitment  
Insurance forms ask people to report their mileage every year, the higher 
the mileage the higher their premiums.  In a controlled study some people 
were asked to sign the form at the top of the page and some were asked to 
sign at the bottom after they had completed their mileage.   
 

Did signing at the top of the form have a difference in how honest people 
were in reporting the mileage? 
 

People who signed at the top reported 10% more mileage 
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